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WHAT KINDS OF TV
COMMERCIALS WORK BEST?

Various commercial effectiveness researchers have attempted to evaluate their findings across
many clients to determine what forms of executions work best. While great caution should be
used in interpreting such data, some basic rules of thumb can be gleaned from the mass-of-data
approach. An analysis of ad recall and persuasiveness scores for hundreds of TV commercials,
reported by John L. Stanton and Jeffrey Burke in The Journal of Advertising Research
(November-December 1998), is a case in point. Working with an unnamed copy evaluation
service, a large number of 30-second TV commercials whose impact had been tested were catego-
rized by key executional elements. These ranged from how often the brand name was mentioned
and whether the product was new (or offered new features), to whether the message was
intended to be amusing or cute, whether it used supers and what type of setting was employed.
The testing company provided scores for 221 commercials for each variable, although many
messages employed a number of elements and were included in the compilations on multiple
occasions. Nevertheless, the research design utilized an impressive database for this analysis.

On average, the typical 30-second TV commercial in this compilation earned a 35% recall score,
while 5.7% of those exposed to the message were sufficiently motivated to switch their prefer-
ences or claim future buying intent in favor of the advertised brand. The accompanying table
ranks the 24 executional variables studied, based on their average recall scores. As can be seen,
the highest scoring executions were those that tried to be humorous, or that featured “cute” and
“adorable” approaches (both had recall scores of 44.4%). Other successful executional styles
included those that employed children/infants/animals and/or animation (42.3% recall), as well
as those that demonstrated how convenient the product was to use (40.1% recall). The lowest
scores were attained by commercials featuring health/nutrition claims (31.6%), those without a
principal character (34.0%) and those with no visible setting (34.2%).

Such differences are hardly surprising.The primary reason for the low recall scores for commercials
making health or nutrition claims is that many of them were probably for OTC remedies and
related products, which typically are of low interest to most consumers when they feel healthy.
In contrast, many of the humorous commercials may have been for fast food, candy or soft drink
markets—all messages that are more appealing and fun to watch.

As the table also demonstrates, high recall does not always translate into effective persuasion.
For example, funny commercials were most memorable (44.4% recall) but performed less
impressively in persuasiveness (5.0%). Indeed, their persuasiveness levels were only 11% as
high as their recall scores. In contrast, the low recall commercials making health and nutritional
claims fared much better in motivating power. Although only 31.6% of those who saw this sort
of commercial remembered their exposure, 6.3% were persuaded to change to the advertised
brand (or, at least, to try it). This represented a 20% persuasiveness-to-recall ratio, the best of
any executional variable evaluated.
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Attempts to evaluate the effects of specific executional elements such as humor, musical themes,
product demonstrations or celebrity endorsers frequently flounder because viewer response is a
multi-faceted phenomenon that depends on the totality of the advertiser’s presentation, the
realities of a competitive marketplace and the consumer’s own attitude or mindset. Still, the
overall evidence gathered by copytesters paints an intriguing picture of the comprehension and
motivation process. As viewers begin to understand the advertiser’s message, they gauge its
relevance to their own needs or situation. But consumers are wary of false promises and
therefore reluctant to change brands impetuously. The persuasiveness correlations reveal a
heightened response when the parent company is clearly identified, as if viewers pondering a
brand’s proposition are asking themselves: “Who makes this product? Is it a reliable company?
Can I trust them?” The data suggest that only a few viewers, perhaps only one in twenty, will
progress to this stage as they watch a commercial or, immediately afterwards, as they consider
its message. But unlike the majority of viewers, whose attention is held primarily by the
entertainment aspects, potential brand switchers pay particular attention to product use
demonstrations, efficacy or convenience claims and research that documents these benefits. At
this stage the viewer’s deliberations are less affected by the creative “hooks” (humor, celebrity
endorsers, music, etc.) that first caught her eye and helped communicate the brand’s sales
message. The progression of statistical correlations—from recall to comprehension and finally to
persuasiveness—describes a paradoxical flow of effects. On the one hand, a presentation
emphasizing too much information at the expense of the entertainment aspects that capture the
viewer’s attention and make viewing an enjoyable experience may turn people off before the
message has time to be absorbed, contemplated and create a sale. On the other hand, commer-
cials that rely too heavily on humor, music, celebrities, etc. to gain recognition and maintain the
viewer’s interest may create an entertainment “high” that prevents audiences from considering
and comprehending their claims.

Most advertisers appreciate the significance of such oppositional tendencies and balance their
presentations accordingly. Because of the nature of their products, some lean to lifestyle and
image campaigns that link the brand with situations or attitudes that viewers find appealing.
As a rule, such commercials shun overt sales pitches, relying on the positive associations their
imagery evokes to create a favorable climate for their product in the viewer’s consciousness.
However, other advertisers are engaged in heated competitive battles with hosts of rival brands,
each struggling to differentiate itself by any means possible and gain the favor of increasingly
discriminating consumers. For such marketers, the “hard sell” approach seems to be their only
alternative. Unlike the lifestyle or image campaigns that tend to be for “happy” subjects, “hard
sell” advertising is most commonly employed for mundane and less pleasant products such as
over-the-counter medicines, cleaning agents, trash bags, etc. In such instances, viewers are apt
to be less interested, hence there is a need for attention-getting devices, yet the basic sales
message, which often pits one product against another, must be strongly supported by
demonstrations, endorsements or convenience/superiority claims. This is the rock upon which
many of these campaigns flounder. Trying to gain instant visibility, advertisers tilt their presen-
tations too heavily towards elements that make their commercials fun to watch or easy to
remember; consequently, their messages may not be perceived as relevant or convincing. On the
other hand, if an advertiser with a strong product differentiation story focuses too single-
mindedly on this aspect in his message, viewers may tune out the commercial entirely.
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There are limits to this sort of analysis and, generally speaking, the researchers are wary of rigid
guidelines in evaluating commercial effectiveness measurements. The statistical correlations
are tenuous, their interpretation is speculative, and the databases are liberally sprinkled with
exceptions to any rule. Often, the effects of individual variables are interactive, further clouding
the issue. The research suggests that pairs or trios of factors have enhancing or diluting effects
that cannot be so easily deduced from the statistical trails each variable leaves in its wake.
Moreover, the consumer’s perceptions of the product class—as a functional necessity that she
needs to use but otherwise cares little about, or as a beckoning opportunity that will give her
pleasure and enhance her life—can negate or support the advertiser’s presentation in ways of
which she is only dimly aware.

Ultimately, the decision to use a particular positioning strategy and executional style rests upon
the past experiences of each advertiser, functioning within the long established axioms of
success or failure in his product category. While new approaches are frequently tested and
sometime tried, as a rule, the public’s perceptions of the category and the needs, images or
contexts it evokes create parameters beyond which it is dangerous to go. In some cases, these
boundaries are fairly rigid, and in others they are more flexible. Imagine Elton John doing a
celebrity endorsement for Tide, or Coca-Cola pitching itself as having healthier ingredients than
Pepsi. How would consumers react? Probably not favorably.
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AVERAGE RECALL AND PERSUASION
SCORES FOR 30–SECOND TV COMMERCIALS

AVG. AVG.
RECALL PERSUASION PERSUASION  TO RECALL INDEX
SCORE SCORE (RECALL=100%)

Humorous/Funny Message 44.4 5.0 11%

Cute/Adorable Approach 44.4 5.5 12

Child/Infant/Animal/Animation 42.3 6.7 16

Convenience Of USC Shown 40.1 4.7 12

Indirect Comparison
(Indiv. Brand Not Named) 38.8 6.0 16

Actor Playing Ordinary Person 38.0 3.3 9

Parent Company And Brand
Name Both Mentioned 37.7 6.5 17

Brand Differentiality 37.5 7.1 19

Product Use Demo 37.4 6.1 16

Product Results Demo 37.2 7.2 19

Time Product On Screen 
(6+ Seconds) 37.0 6.0 16

3+ Brand Name Mentions 36.7 5.7 16

3+ On-Screen Characters 36.2 4.9 14

Principal Character(s) Male 35.6 5.2 15

New Product/Features 35.6 8.2 23

Category Mentioned In 
First 4 Seconds 35.5 6.3 18

More Than 1 Sentence
Of Supers 35.3 5.1 14

Setting Related To Product Use 35.1 5.1 15

Product Shown In First 5 Seconds 35.0 6.1 17

Background Cast 34.9 4.8 14

Brand ID In First 5 Seconds 34.3 6.1 18

No Setting For Commercial 34.2 6.5 19

No Principal Character 34.0 5.6 17

Nutrition/Health Claims 31.6 6.3 20

All :30s 35.0 5.7 16

Source: Stanton & Burke, Comparative Effectiveness Of Executional Elements In TV Advertising, :15 Vs. :30 Second
Commercials, Journal of Advertising Research, Nov.–Dec. 1998.
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